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Rhodes And His Banker by Richard Steyn

9781776193882 | Jonathan Ball Publishers | TPB | R330

Rhodes and His Banker is an account of the remarkable friendship between a larger-than-life historical 

figure and a modest, unassuming banker, both of whom were personally involved in all the major 

political and financial developments in Southern Africa during the closing decades of the 19th century. 

The financial institution that brought diamond and gold magnate Cecil John Rhodes and Sir Lewis 

Michell together, the Standard Bank, was at the heart of the country’s rapid transformation from an 

agricultural backwater to an industrial powerhouse thanks to the discovery of diamonds and gold. The 

book chronicles the activities and growth of the bank under the remarkable stewardship of Michell and 

recounts his role as the trusted confidant of Rhodes. 

COMMANDO by Deneys Reitz (1882–1944) 

9781776193691 | Jonathan Ball Publishers | TPB | R350

This is the definitive account of Commando: A Boer Journal of the Anglo-Boer War; now published for 

the first time as written by Reitz word-for-word from his own original handwritten journals. It has been 

edited and annotated by historian and Anglo-Boer War expert, Professor Fransjohan Pretorius, who 

has also written a new foreword. In 1899, Deneys Reitz, then aged seventeen, enlisted in the Boer 

army to fight the British. He had learnt to ride, shoot and swim almost as soon as he could walk. He 

made full use of these skills and the endurance he had acquired in the next three years of the war, 

during which he fought with the Boer commandos. Commando is more than a historical document; it is 

a literary masterpiece that transcends time. With prose that captures both the brutality and the beauty 

of war, Reitz weaves a narrative that resonates with authenticity and passion. As relevant today as 

when it was first penned, Commando has become a South African classic and stands as a testament 

to the indomitable human spirit.

Crash and Burn by Glenn Orsmond

9781776193226 | Jonathan Ball Publishers | TPB | R310

Crash and Burn is an insider’s tale of the South African airline industry over the past thirty years and 

the dramatic collapse of Comair in 2022, as told by Glenn Orsmond, twice CEO of Comair and the 

founder CEO of 1time. Orsmond takes the reader on a wild ride through the ultra-competitive sector of 

low-cost airlines that boomed after South African Airways’ stranglehold on the skies was loosened in 

the 1990s. Comair, which operated both Kulula and British Airways and 1time were at the forefront of 

this new wave of airlines that saw domestic flying and tourism take off. But after some incredible highs 

and lows, Comair crashed under Orsmond’s watch despite the company’s 75-year unblemished profit 

history. The pandemic’s impact, the grounding of aeroplanes after a questionable regulator 

investigation and poor management decisions all contributed to its downfall. 
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Amphibious Soul by Craig Foster

9781776194155 | Jonathan Ball Publishers | TPB | R380

A decade ago, natural-history filmmaker Craig Foster, the creator of the Oscar-winning documentary My 

Octopus Teacher, was living in a big city and felt exhausted, empty and disconnected from nature. To 

rejuvenate his senses, he decided to return to his birthplace, Cape Town and dive into the great African 

Sea Forest each day. These adventures not only energized and grounded him, but enabled him to 

reclaim the wildness that, he argues, is inside all of us. In this compelling memoir, the author recounts a 

life spent exploring the most incredible places on Earth, drawing on decades of daily ocean dives and 

wisdom from indigenous teachers and scientists. But he also describes his personal struggles to remain 

present to life, especially when catastrophe strikes close to home. He finally reveals how nature’s 

beauty can deepen our love for all living things, whether we live close to nature or in the city. 

Die Groot Afrikaanse Blokraaiboek by Gerda Engelbrecht

9781776194032 | Jonathan Ball Publishers | TPB | R220

Whether you prefer crossword puzzles where the clues are inside or outside the crossword, 

codebreakers or Sudoku, Die Groot Afrikaanse Blokraaiboek has got it all!

This collection bring together 200 of the best crossword puzzles and other games that have appeared 

in Media24’s popular Afrikaans magazines such as Weg (Go), Tuis (Home), Sarie and Landbou-

weekblad. It promises to keep you entertained and challenged, in a good way! for hours on end.

The book is also the ideal gift for a cruciverbalist. 
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Camino Ghosts by John Grisham

9781529342512 | Hodder & Stoughton | TPB | R435

Dark Isle off the Florida coast is said to be cursed: drownings, disappearances and hauntings have 

been the fate of intruders. The people who lived there were once enslaved. Now abandoned, it is 

the target of greedy developers. Lovely Jackson is the last survivor and claims to be its legal owner. 

But there is not a shred of evidence to prove that is true. It's unlikely that the developers will be 

deterred by the claims of one old woman. They have millions; Lovely only has Steve Mahon, a pro 

bono environmental lawyer, and Mercer Mann, a floundering novelist, to fight in her corner. With the 

court case looming and the bulldozers waiting to roll in, Steve and Mercer are in a race against time 

to unearth the truth behind Lovely's story and save the legacy of the island.

You Like It Darker by Stephen King 

9781399725101 | Hodder & Stoughton | TPB | R435

 'You like it darker? Fine, so do I', writes Stephen King in the afterword to this magnificent new 

collection of twelve stories that delve into the darker part of life - both metaphorical and literal. King 

has, for half a century, been a master of the form, and these stories, about fate, mortality, luck, and 

the folds in reality where anything can happen, are as rich and riveting as his novels, both weighty in 

theme and a huge pleasure to read. King writes to feel 'the exhilaration of leaving ordinary day-to-day 

life behind', and in You Like it Darker, readers will feel that exhilaration too, again and again. King's 

ability to surprise, amaze, and bring us both terror and solace remains unsurpassed. Each of these 

stories holds its own thrills, joys, and mysteries; each feels iconic. You like it darker? You got it.

Mind Games by Nora Roberts

9780349437613 | Little Brown | TPB | R360

Thea Fox is just twelve years old when her parents are brutally slain. With Thea's help the police are 

able to put their murderer, a psychotic serial killer called Ray Riggs - behind bars for life. Changed 

forever, Thea slowly learns to come to terms with the events of that terrible night and builds a new life 

in a small country town where she can breathe in the smells of pine, fresh bread and her 

grandmother's homemade candles.

But the connection that helped Thea put her parents' killer behind bars will come to haunt her. 

Though her Grandmother calls it a gift, to Thea it feels more like a curse because Ray feels the 

connection too and though Thea may try to move on, Ray isn't willing to let her go quite so easily...

Fiction
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This is Why We Lied by Karin Slaughter

9780008625832 | HarperCollins | TPB | R395

Welcome to the McAlpine Lodge: a secluded mountain getaway, it’s the height of escapist luxury

living.

Except that everyone here is lying. Lying about their past. Lying to their family. Lying to themselves.

Then one night, Mercy McAlpine, until now the good daughter, threatens to expose everybody's

secrets. Just hours later, Mercy is dead.

In an area this remote, it’s easy to get away with murder. But Will Trent and Sara Linton investigator 

and medical examiner for the GBI, are here on their honeymoon.

And now, with the killer poised to strike again, the holiday of a lifetime becomes a race against the 

clock…

Hera by Jennifer Saint

9781472292216 | Headline | TPB | R415

When Hera, immortal goddess and daughter of the ancient Titan Cronus, helps her brother Zeus to 

overthrow their tyrannical father, she dreams of ruling at his side. As they establish their reign on 

Mount Olympus, Hera suspects that Zeus might be just as ruthless and cruel as the father they 

betrayed. She was always born to rule, but must she lose herself in perpetuating this cycle of 

violence and cruelty? Or can she find a way to forge a better world? 

Often portrayed as the jealous wife or the wicked stepmother, this retelling captures the many sides 

of Hera, vengeful when she needs to be but also compassionate and most importantly, an all-

powerful queen to the gods.

The Midnight Feast by Lucy Foley 

9780008385101 | HarperCollins | TPB | R390

Midsummer, the Dorset coast.

In the shadows of an ancient wood, guests gather for the opening weekend of The Manor: a 

beautiful new countryside retreat.

But under the burning midsummer sun, darkness stirs. Old friends and enemies circulate among the 

guests. And the candles have barely been lit for a solstice supper when the body is found.

It all began with a secret, fifteen years ago. Now the past has crashed the party. And it’ll end in 

murder at…

THE MIDNIGHT FEAST.
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Cinema Love by Jiaming Tang

9781399810258 | John Murray | TPB | R415

For over thirty years, Old Second and Bao Mei have cobbled together a meagre existence in New 

York City's Chinatown. But unlike other couples, these two share an unusual past. In rural Fuzhou, 

before they emigrated, they frequented the Workers' Cinema, where gay men cruised for love.

While classic war films played, Old Second and his fellow countrymen found intimacy in the privacy of 

the Workers' Cinema's screening rooms. Elsewhere, in the box office, Bao Mei sold tickets to closeted 

men, guarding their secrets and finding her own happiness with the projectionist. But when secrets are 

unveiled, they set in motion a series of haunting events that propel Old Second and Bao Mei towards 

an uncertain future in America.

The Hazelbourne Ladies Motorcycle and Flying Club by Helen Simonson 

9781526670229 | Bloomsbury | TPB | R420

It is the summer of 1919 and Constance Haverhill is without prospects. Now that all the men have 

returned from the front, she has been asked to give up her cottage and her job at the estate she 

helped run during the war. Despite having only weeks to find a permanent home, Constance is swept 

up in the social whirl of Hazelbourne-on-Sea after she rescues the local baronet's daughter, Poppy 

Wirrall, from a social faux pas. Poppy welcomes Constance into their circle. And then there is Harris, 

Poppy's recalcitrant but handsome brother, a fighter pilot recently wounded in battle--who warms in 

Constance's presence. But things are more complicated than they seem in this sunny pocket of 

English high society. As the country prepares to celebrate its hard-won peace, Constance and the 

women of the club are forced to confront the fact that the freedoms they gained during the war are 

being revoked.

A Person is a Prayer by Ammar Kalia

9780857305893 | Oldcastle Books | TPB | R390

Bedi and Sushma's marriage is arranged. When they first meet, they stumble through a faltering 

conversation about happiness and hope and agree to go in search of these things together. But even 

after their children Selena, Tara and Rohan are grown up and have their own families, Bedi and 

Sushma are still searching.

Years later, the siblings attempt to navigate life without their parents. As they travel to the Ganges to 

unite their father’s ashes with the opaque water, it becomes clear that each of them has inherited the 

same desire to understand what makes a life happy, the same confusion about this question and the 

same enduring hope. 

Fiction
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Allow Me to Introduce Myself by Onyi Nwabineli 

9780861548682 | One World | PB | R365

Anuri Chinasa has had enough. She was the unwilling star of her stepmother’s social media empire 

before “mumfluencers” were even a thing. For years, Ophelia documented every birthday, every 

skinned knee, every milestone and meltdown for millions of strangers to fawn over and pick apart.

Now twenty-five years old, Anuri is desperate to escape her public past and start living on her own 

terms. But so far, it’s not going well. She can barely walk down the street without being recognised, 

her PhD application is still unfinished and her drinking problem is getting worse. She wants her 

stepmother out of her life, but Ophelia has made it very clear she won’t let go without a fight. But when 

Ophelia starts pushing Anuri's five-year-old sister, Noelle, down a similar path, she reaches breaking 

point. Anuri won't watch history repeat itself.

The Revenge Club by Kathy Lette 

9781035901289 | Bloomsbury | TPB | R420

When The Odds Are Against You, It's Time To Get Even.

Matilda, Jo, Penny and Cressy are all women at the top of their game; so, imagine their surprise when 

they start to be personally overlooked and professionally pushed aside by less-qualified men.

Only they're not going down without a fight.

Society might think the women have passed their amuse-by dates, but the Revenge Club have other 

plans.

After all, why go to bed angry when you could stay up and plot diabolical retribution? Let the games 

begin...

We Were Girls Once by Aiwanose Odafen 

9781398506176 | Simon & Schuster | TPB | R420

Ego, Zina and Eriife were always destined to be best friends, ever since their grandmothers sat next 

to each other on a dusty bus to Lagos in the late 1940s, forging a bond that would last generations. 

But over half a century later, Nigeria is a new and modern country. As the three young women 

navigate the incessant strikes and political turmoil that surrounds them, their connection is shattered 

by a terrible assault. In the aftermath, nothing will remain the same as life takes them down separate 

paths. For Ego, now a high-powered London lawyer, success can’t mask her loneliness and feelings 

of being an outsider. Zina’s ambition is to be anyone but herself; acting proves the ultimate 

catharsis.family. Eriife surprises everyone by morphing from a practising doctor to a ruthless 

politician’s perfect wife.

Fiction
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Dragon Rider by Taran Matharu 

9780008517649 | HarperCollins | TPB | R415

Jai has spent his life forced to serve the cruel empire that killed his family and now rules his people.

To grow ever more powerful, the emperor’s young son is betrothed to Princess Erica of the Dansk 

Kingdom. An unconquerable realm, where ancient beasts roam. The princess brings with her a 

priceless gift: dragons. Only Dansk Royalty can bond with these magical beasts to draw on their 

power and strength. Until now. When the betrothal goes wrong, a bloody coup leads to chaos at court. 

Finally, Jai has a chance to escape. He flees with a fierce Dansk warrior, Frida, but not before stealing 

a dragon egg.To vanquish the empire, he must do the impossible: bond with a dragon. Only then he 

can seize his destiny, and seek his revenge …

Moonstone by Laura Purcell

9780008562830 | HarperCollins | TPB | R410

Don’t misbehave. Beware the moon. And never go out after dark . . .

Following a scandal at the Vauxhall pleasure gardens, Camille is sent to the woods to live with her 

reclusive godmother and her strange daughter, Lucy. Cast out from polite society, she must learn to 

live by her godmother’s strict rules.

Camille has never met anyone quite like Lucy before, and as they grow closer and cross forbidden 

boundaries, strange things begin to happen. Mysterious deaths, claw marks raking the doors, and the 

nights are pierced by the howls of a creature that sounds almost . . . otherworldly.

Should Camille be more afraid of what’s hiding in the woods, or her own heart?

Mrs Sidhu’s ‘Dead and Scone by Suk Pannu 

9780008562960 | HarperCollins | PB | R295

Mrs Sidhu, caterer and amateur sleuth, is delighted when she is offered a position as chef in a quiet 

corner of Berkshire. It’s a far cry from her cramped kitchen, where she was used to making an 

endless parade of aubergine bhajis!

In no time, Mrs Sidhu starts throwing herself into local events like the summer fete. But amongst the 

bunting, cakes and funfair games, a killer is lurking.

Mrs Sidhu soon discovers the unthinkable. A murderer is picking victims through the fairground raffle. 

Who is next on their list? And can Mrs Sidhu stop them in time?

Fiction
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Tom Clancy Act of Defiance by Andrews & Wilson 

9781408727898 | Little Brown | TPB | R435

US intelligence is reporting turmoil in the Russian navy. Their deadliest submarine, the Belgorod, has 

unexpectedly launched. Who authorised the departure? What mission is it on? And, most disturbing of 

all, what weapons do the giant doors on the sub's bow hide?

It's been four decades since a similar incident with the Soviet sub, Red October, ended happily, thanks 

to a young CIA analyst named Jack Ryan. Now, President Jack Ryan finds himself with fleets of ships, 

squadrons of jets, and teams of SEALs at his command, but what he doesn't have is insight into the 

plans of the Belgorod's commander. It falls to a younger generation of Ryans to do the dangerous 

work that will reveal that information. But there's always a price to be paid. 

The Ministry of Time by Kaliane Bradley 

9781399726351 | Hodder & Stoughton | TPB | R415

In the near future, a disaffected civil servant is offered a lucrative job in a mysterious new 

government ministry gathering 'expats' from across history to test the limits of time-travel. Her role is 

to work as a 'bridge': living with, assisting and monitoring the expat known as '1847'  Commander 

Graham Gore. As far as history is concerned, Commander Gore died on Sir John Franklin's doomed 

expedition to the Arctic, so he's a little disoriented to find himself alive and surrounded by outlandish 

concepts such as 'washing machine', 'Spotify' and 'the collapse of the British Empire'. With an 

appetite for discovery and a seven-a-day cigarette habit, he soon adjusts; and during a long, sultry 

summer he and his bridge move from awkwardness to genuine friendship, to something more. 

Bridgerton: Romancing Mr Bridgerton by Julia Quinn

9780349438467 | Little Brown | PB | R280

Penelope Featherington has secretly adored her best friend's brother for . . . well, it feels like forever. 

After half a lifetime of watching Colin Bridgerton from afar, she thinks she knows everything about 

him, until she stumbles across his deepest secret . . . and fears she doesn't know him at all. Colin 

Bridgerton is tired of being thought of as nothing but an empty-headed charmer, tired of the notorious 

gossip columnist Lady Whistledown, who can't seem to publish an edition without mentioning him. But 

when Colin returns to London from a trip abroad, he discovers nothing in his life is quite the same, 

especially Penelope Featherington! The girl who was always simply there is suddenly the girl haunting 

his dreams. When he discovers that Penelope has secrets of her own, this elusive bachelor must 

decide . . . is she his biggest threat, or his promise of a happy ending?

Fiction
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Bonehead by Mo Hayder 

9781399730471 | Hodder & Stoughton | TPB | R415

Alex Mullins knows she is one of the lucky ones. When a fatal coach crash at her school reunion killed 

several of her classmates, she was saved from a grisly fate.

She is haunted by what she thinks she saw that night, a vision of a skeletal woman, known by the 

locals as the Bonehead, a woman who brings bad luck to all that see her.

Now a police officer in Gloucestershire, Alex fights to overcome the past by helping other people. But 

when her path crosses with someone who was there that fateful night, her new life begins to unravel 

at the seams. What really happened the night of the crash? And what does she have to do for the 

petrifying Bonehead to finally leave her be?

The Honeymoon Affair by Sheila O'Flanagan

9781035402892 | Headline | TPB | R415

Izzy is in the Caribbean on the honeymoon-that-isn't after her fiancé broke her heart. She's not looking 

for someone new. But when she meets Charles Miller, a successful writer holidaying alone, the 

electricity is undeniable. And what does she have to lose?

In Ireland, Charles's ex-wife and agent Ariel flits from party to party, glamorous and poised. She's in 

constant contact with Charles. They're very close. Ariel wonders if they should get back together. 

She's an independent woman, but she liked being part of a power couple. And she's sure she only has 

to say, and they'll pick up where they left off.

No matter how in control of life you think you are, it can shock and surprise you. As Izzy, Ariel and 

Charles are about to find out . . .

The Black Bird Oracle by Deborah Harkness

9781035410170 | Headline | TPB | R400

Diana is a witch and scholar; her husband Matthew Clairmont, a vampire. Their intense love for one 

another awoke the dark powers within her and dissolved the Covenant between the three species - 

Witch, Daemon and Vampire. that live alongside humans. Now, the governing Congregation has 

decided it must test the magical powers of their seven-year-old twins, Pip and Becca. Concerned 

with their safety, Diana decides to forge a different path for her family's future and travels to 

Ravenswood, the Proctor family home.

There, Diana begins a new era, becoming her great aunt Gwyneth's pupil in higher magic. It's time 

to confront her family's past and her own, inescapable desire for greater power.

Fiction
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The Kill List by Nadine Matheson

9780008548445 | HarperCollins | TPB | R410

Twenty-five years ago, DCI Harry Rhimes arrested Andrew Streeter for the brutal murders of five 

young people. Streeter’s ‘kill list’ of victims was found in his home, and he was convicted of all five 

crimes. Now, Streeter’s convictions are being overturned, as new evidence implies the original 

investigation was corrupt. No one is more shocked that DI Henley. Because this case is personal; 

Rhimes was her old boss, and he’s no longer alive to defend himself. But when the killings start up 

again, Henley must face the truth: Rhimes got it wrong twenty-five years ago.

Henley and her team reopen the original murder cases, but they must put their personal feelings to one 

side. Because the real killer is still out there and he’s working his way through a new kill list.

Everything is Beautiful and Everything Hurts by Josie Shapiro 

9781991006448 | Atlantic Books | TPB | R430

Mickey Bloom: five foot tall, dyslexic, and bullied at school. Mickey knows she's nothing special. Until 

one day, she discovers running. Mickey's new-found talent makes her realize she's everything she 

thought she wasn’t, powerful, strong and special. But her success comes at a cost, and the relentless 

training and pressure to win leaves Mickey broken, her dream in tatters. Years later, when Mickey is 

working in a dead-end job with a drop-kick boyfriend, her mother becomes seriously ill. After nursing 

her, Mickey realizes the only way she can overcome her grief and find herself, is to run again. A 

chance encounter with a stranger sees Mickey re-ignite her dreams. The two women form an 

unbreakable bond, as Mickey is shown what it means to run in the right direction.

All Fours by Miranda July

9781838853457 | Canongate | TPB | R380

A semi-famous artist announces her plan to drive cross-country from LA to NY. Thirty minutes after 

leaving her husband and child at home, she spontaneously exits the freeway, beds down in a 

nondescript motel and immerses herself in a temporary reinvention that turns out to be the start of an 

entirely different journey.

All Fours tells the story of one woman’s quest for a new kind of freedom. Part absurd entertainment, 

part tender reinvention of the sexual, romantic and domestic life of a 45-year-old female artist, All 

Fours transcends expectations while excavating our beliefs about life lived as a woman. Once again, 

July hijacks the familiar and turns it into something new and thrillingly, profoundly alive.

Fiction
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The Many Lies of Veronica Hawkins by  Kristina Pérez

9781408719022 | Little Brown | TPB | R415

When Martina Torres arrives in the glamorous and vibrant metropolis of Hong Kong, newly married 

to her high school sweetheart, the world seems to be her oyster. But looks can be deceiving. Adrift in 

a foreign city, with no job and no friends, Martina chafes in her new role as Expat Wife. Her luck 

changes when she meets Veronica Hawkins. Beautiful, sophisticated, and very, very rich, Veronica 

is the epitome of Old Hong Kong, the last surviving member of a British mercantile dynasty that built 

the city during its colonial heyday. Martina can hardly believe her fortune when she's taken under 

Veronica's wing and into her confidence, with Veronica helping her to find a new apartment, a new 

career, and most importantly, a new self. Veronica transforms Martina's life and then, shockingly, 

she dies. 

The Honey Witch by Sydney J. Shields

9780356522531 | Little Brown | TPB | R415

Twenty-one-year-old Marigold Claude has always preferred the company of the spirits of the meadow 

to any of the suitors who've tried to woo her. So, when her grandmother whisks her away to the family 

cottage on the tiny Isle of Innisfree with an offer to train her as the next Honey Witch, she accepts 

immediately. 

But her newfound magic and independence come with a price: No one can fall in love with the Honey 

Witch. 

When Lottie Burke, a notoriously grumpy skeptic who doesn't believe in magic, shows up on her 

doorstep, Marigold can't resist the challenge to prove to her that magic is real. 

Shanghailanders by Juli Min 

9780349704081 | Little Brown | TPB | R415

While the years rewind from 2040 back to 2014, Shanghailanders brings readers into the shared and 

separate lives of the Yang family, parent by parent, daughter by daughter, and through the eyes of the 

people in their orbit-a nanny from the provinces, a private driver with a penchant for danger, and a 

grandmother whose memories of the past echo the present. As they build their lives in this old, 

futuristic city, we see Leo, his wife Eko and their daughters Yumi, Yoko and Kiko trip over their own 

desires in their bids to connect with one another, in their attempts to be a family.

Though the world shifts and brings change for each of the Yangs, universal constants remain: love is 

complex and family will always be stubbornly connected by blood, secrets, and longing.

Fiction
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Out on a Limb by  Hannah Bonam-Young

9781835010976 | Bedford Square | PBO | R290

Independent, confident, and not held back by her disability, Winnifred McNulty has been determined to 

prove to herself and others that she can do anything without needing anyone. That all changes when 

Win meets Bo at a Halloween party. Bonding over the fact that they both have a visible disability, Win 

and Bo develop an electrifying connection with each other that they just can't ignore. After a one-night 

stand leaves Win with the biggest decision of her life, Bo is more than happy to join her in sharing this 

new experience - on the condition that they remain strictly friends. Win and Bo embark on a journey 

together, discovering more about themselves than they thought they knew. But the chemistry between 

them is unavoidable, and the plan they put in place soon gets thrown into question as feelings begin to 

surface.

Displeasure Island by Alice Bell

9781838958442 | Atlantic Books | TPB | R370

Professional medium turned detective Claire, her best friend Sophie (a 17-year-old ghost) and their 

pals are enjoying a much-needed cheap holiday in an unfinished hotel on Spike Island off the coast of 

Ireland. Claire is flattered to be asked by the local ghost of a pirate captain to investigate the theft of 

treasure from the shipwreck that stranded him there several hundred years ago.

But just when she thinks she is closing in on the culprit, a murder takes place, and Claire and her 

friends quickly become the chief suspects. Can they recover the treasure, solve the murder and clear 

their names before all is lost?

The Damages by Genevieve Scott

9780857308696 | Oldcastle Books | TPB | R305

1998. Ontario has been hit by a days-long, life-endangering ice storm, and on Regis University 

campus, with classes cancelled, the students are partying. In the midst of it all, eighteen-year-old 

Ros's roommate Megan goes missing. As a panicked search ensues, Ros is blamed for not keeping a 

closer eye on Megan, and the incident casts a shadow over the next two decades of her life.

2020. Ros's former partner, Lukas, the father of her eleven-year-old son, is accused of a sexual 

assault. The accusation brings new details of an old story to light, forcing Ros to revisit a dark moment 

from her past. Ros must take a hard look not only at the father of her child, but also at her own 

mistakes, her own trauma, and at the supposedly liberal period she grew up in.

Fiction
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The Italian Holiday by Catherine Mangan 

9781408730874 | Little Brown | TPB | R415

Floundering junior travel writer Katie has just been given the opportunity of her career. Her boss can't 

make her trip to the idyllic but little-known Italian island of Ponza, and Katie must step into her 

luxurious designer shoes to write the piece for the magazine. Boarding the plane with her best friend 

Farrah, Katie waves goodbye to her unglamorous domestic trips and hello to a week of sun, sand and 

sparkling seas. But then disaster strikes. Farrah is involved in an accident and Katie must stay by her 

side for a month while she recovers. Katie is in panic-mode, trying to appease both her micro 

managing boss and her passive-aggressive boyfriend back in New York, while an intriguing local chef, 

Nico, tries to show her all that the island has to offer.

Love Unwritten: Lakefront Billionaires 2 by Lauren Asher

9780349437996 | Little Brown | PB | R280

Rafael: Ellie Sinclair is a hopeless romantic who writes love songs.I'm a struggling workaholic who 

could inspire a hundred breakup albums. On paper, we have nothing in common except for my son. 

For eight months, I avoid her until our summer trip. Fourteen days. Two islands. And one nanny I 

shouldn't be attracted to.Spending time with Ellie is expected, but enjoying her company? After my 

divorce, I swore to protect my heart at all costs. Even if it means breaking hers in the process.Ellie: 

What's worse than working for a grumpy single dad? He is a billionaire with a company to run and a 

child to take care of. I'm an unemployed songwriter he hired to watch his son and teach music. We 

coexist without any issues until a vacation changes everything. Sounds like a heartbreak song waiting 

to be written.

Not in Love by Ali Hazelwood

9781408728901 | Little Brown | BPB | R280

Rue Siebert might not have it all, but she has enough: a few friends she can always count on; the 

financial stability she yearned for as a kid; and a successful career as a biotech engineer at Kline, one 

of the most promising start-ups in the field of food science. Her world is stable, pleasant, and hard-

fought. Until a hostile takeover and its offensively attractive front man threatens to bring it all 

crumbling down.Eli Killgore and his business partners want Kline, period. Eli has his own reasons for 

pushing this deal through - and he's a man who gets what he wants. With one burning exception: 

Rue. The woman he can't stop thinking about. The woman who's off-limits to him.

But the heart is risky business…

Fiction
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This Is How You Remember It by Catherine Prasifka

9781805301028 | Canongate | TPB | R380

You're nine when you get your first computer. Your favourite thing is a virtual pet website; you spend 

hours in the chatroom. You don't understand why some of your online friends don't use their real 

names. It's not long before you discover porn. You don't know what you're watching, but you do know 

that you shouldn't tell anybody. Later, older, your first kiss is captured on camera and shared with 

everyone in your year. It feels like betrayal, but soon it feels normal. Part of the incessant cycle of 

posting, sharing and liking. 

Now, you can't remember a time when you didn't feel hollow inside. Now, you know that something 

has to change.

The Puzzle Wood by Rosie Andrews 

9781526637383 | Bloomsbury | TPB | R420

When Miss Catherine Symonds arrives to take up a position as governess at remote Locksley Abbey 

in the foothills of the Black Mountains, where England bleeds into Wales, she is apprehensive.

It is not the echoing, near empty house with its skeleton staff that frightens her, nor the ancient woods 

that surround the Abbey or even the dogs that the owner, Sir Rowland, encourages to stalk the 

grounds, baying for blood. It is Catherine herself who fears scrutiny: her reference and very identity 

are fraudulent. She is travelling in disguise to investigate the fate of the last governess at the house, 

who took her own life out in the woods. For that governess was Catherine's own sister, but until now 

she had believed Emily had died many years before, when they were just children.

Wives Like Us by Plum Sykes

9781408888568 | Bloomsbury | TPB | R420

Welcome to the rose-strewn county of Oxfordshire and the Cotswold villages of Little Bottom, Middle 

Bottom, Great Bottom, and Monkton Bottom, recently annexed by a glittering new breed of female: the 

Country Princess. Following a ghastly row about a missing suite of diamonds, Tata Hawkins has 

flounced out of Monkton Bottom Manor with her daughter, Minty, and Executive Butler Ian Palmer in 

tow, decamping to the Old Coach House to teach her husband, Bryan, a lesson. But things don't go to 

plan: Bryan disappears to Venice with a bikini designer; Selby Fairfax, the glamorous American 

divorcée who has inherited the beautiful estate next door, refuses Tata's neighborly overtures; and 

Tata's very best friends, Fernanda Ovington-Williams and Sophie Thompson, are distracted by their 

own heartaches. Worst of all, Ian has nowhere to store his collection of vintage Gucci loafers.

Fiction
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The Mime Order by Samantha Shannon 

9781526664808 | Bloomsbury | PB | R295

It is a dark time for clairvoyants. Scion is in league with the Rephaim, an extraordinarily powerful, 

otherworldly race that intends to make humans its slaves.

In an unprecedented feat of bravery, Paige Mahoney has succeeded in leading a mass break-out 

from the brutal camp, Sheol I, where she and other clairvoyants were systematically imprisoned.

Paige is desperate to reach the safety of the London underworld, but the ruthless leader of the 

Rephaim, Nashira Sargas, is not likely to let her escape so easily.

The Song Rising by Samantha Shannon 

9781526664822 | Bloomsbury | PB | R295

Following a bloody battle against foes on every side, Paige Mahoney has risen to the dangerous 

position of Underqueen, ruling over London's criminal population.

But, having turned her back on Jaxon Hall and with vengeful enemies still at large, the task of 

stabilising the fractured underworld has never seemed so challenging.

Little does Paige know that her reign may be cut short by the introduction of Senshield, a deadly 

technology that spells doom for the clairvoyant community and the world as they know it.

The Mask Falling by Samantha Shannon 

9781526664815 | Bloomsbury | PB | R295

Paige Mahoney has eluded death again. Snatched from the jaws of captivity and consigned to a safe 

house in the Scion Citadel of Paris, she finds herself caught between those factions that seek Scion's 

downfall and those who would kill to protect the Rephaim's puppet empire.

The mysterious Domino Programme has plans for Paige, but she has ambitions of her own in this new 

citadel. With Arcturus Mesarthim, her former enemy  at her side, she embarks on an adventure that will 

lead her from the catacombs of Paris to the glittering hallways of Versailles. Her risks promise high 

reward: the Parisian underworld could yield the means to escalate her rebellion to outright war.

Rejacketed  Fiction Titles
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Flight & Glory 1: Full Measures 

9780349442518 | Little Brown | BPB | R270

Twenty years as an army brat and Ember Howard knew . . . the soldiers at the door meant her dad 

was never coming home. What she didn't know was how she would find the strength to care for her 

crumbling family while her mum fell apart.

Then, hockey star Josh Walker enters her life.

He has a way of erasing the pain with a single look, a single touch. As much as she wants to turn off 

her feelings and endure the heartache on her own, she can't deny their intense attraction.

But when Josh's secret shatters their world, Ember must decide if he's worth the risk that comes with 

loving a man who could strip her bare.

Flight & Glory 2: Eyes Turned Skyward 

9780349442556 | Little Brown | BPB | R270

Since her sister's death, Paisley Donovan, who shares her sister's heart condition, has been treated 

like delicate glass by her parents. But nothing will stop her from completing her Bucket List - even if it 

kills her.

And it almost does until Jagger Bateman pulls her from the ocean.

Jagger is enrolled in the country's toughest flight school. Wickedly hot, reckless, and perfect for a girl 

looking to live life to the fullest. Except Paisley is the commanding general's daughter, and her 

boyfriend is his biggest rival.

Paisley must decide just how much to risk for a guy who makes her heart pound a little too hard.

Flight & Glory 3: Beyond What is Given 

9780349442495 | Little Brown | BPB | R270

Grayson Masters is focused on graduating and the last thing he needs is his gorgeous new roommate 

distracting him. And though her smart mouth is irresistibly irritating, he can't seem to deny their off-the-

charts chemistry.

Samantha Fitzgerald has no business digging for Grayson's secrets while she's hiding her own, but 

that doesn't stop her from trying to tear down his walls. But she's not prepared for the truth: another 

woman laid claim to Grayson's heart long ago.

Falling in love is something neither of them can afford, and when that line is crossed, they'll learn that 

sometimes it's the answered prayers that will put you through hell . . .

Rejacketed  Fiction Titles by 
Rebecca Yarros
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Flight & Glory 4: Hallowed Ground 

9780349442532 | Little Brown | BPB | R270

Josh Walker is loyal, reckless and every girl's dream. But he only has eyes for December Howard, 

the girl he's craved since his high school days.

Ember never wanted the Army life, but loving Josh means accepting whatever the army dictates-

even when that means saying goodbye as Josh heads to Afghanistan as a medevac pilot.

Filling their last days together with love and plans for their future doesn't temper Ember's fears, and 

if there's one thing she's learned from her father's death, it's that there are some obstacles even 

love can't conquer . . .

Flight & Glory 5: Reality of Everything 

9780349442570 | Little Brown | BPB | R270

Jackson Montgomery's life revolves around his daughter and job. He's no stranger to saving a damsel 

in distress, and though his gorgeous new neighbour is clearly in distress, she's no damsel.

Morgan Bartley is stubborn as hell with walls a mile thick, and the dog tags hanging from her rearview 

mirror give him a pretty good clue as to why. It doesn't matter that their attraction is undeniable,she 

swore she'd never fall for another pilot, let alone a military man.

She's a barely breathing heartbreak on the edge of recovery.

He's a crash waiting to happen.

Together they could have it all . . . if they can endure the coming storm.

Rejacketed  Fiction Titles by 
Rebecca Yarros
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Non- Fiction

Magic Pill by Johann Hari 

9781526670144 | Bloomsbury | TPB | R450

In January 2023, Johann Hari started to inject himself once a week with Ozempic, one of the new 

drugs that produces significant weight loss. He wasn't alone, some predictions suggest that in a few 

years, one in four of the British population will be taking these drugs. While around 80 per cent of diets 

fail, someone taking one of the new drugs is likely to lose up to a quarter of their body weight in six 

months. To the drugs' defenders, this is a moment of liberation from a condition that massively 

increases your chances of diabetes, cancer and an early death. Still, Hari was wildly conflicted. Can 

these drugs really be as good as they sound? Are they a magic solution, or a magical illusion? Finding 

the answer to this high-stakes question led him on a journey from Iceland to Minneapolis to Tokyo, and 

to interview the leading experts in the world on these issues. 

You Never Know: A Memoir by Tom Selleck 

9780008685706 | HarperCollins | TPB | R450

Frank, funny and open-hearted, an intimate memoir from one of the most beloved actors of our time, 

the highly personal story of a remarkable life and thoroughly accidental career. In his own voice and 

uniquely unpretentious style, the famed actor brings readers on his uncharted but serendipitous 

journey to the top in Hollywood, his temptations and distractions, his misfires and mistakes and, over 

time, his well-earned success. Along the way, he clears up an armload of misconceptions and shares 

dozens of never-told stories from all corners of his personal and professional life. His rambunctious 

California childhood. His clueless arrival as a good-looking college jock in Hollywood. What it was like 

to emerge as a mega-star in his mid-thirties and remain so for decades to come, an actor whose 

authenticity and ease in front of the camera connected with audiences worldwide while embodying 

and also redefining the clichés of onscreen manhood.

Murdle: Even More Killer Puzzles by G. T. Karber

9781800818064 | Profile | TPB | R350

Our tireless detective is ready to unwind on a long-awaited vacation ... until a series of fiendish

murders require his particular expertise in this third instalment of Murdle: Even More Killer Puzzles.

Join Deductive Logico as he solves the riddles of the suspiciously disorderly Investigation Institute, 

wanders the eerie corridors of a tech billionaire's desert retreat and engages with AI supercomputer 

MORIARTY to uncover the secrets of TekTopia, before it's too late!

Can YOU examine the clues, interview the witnesses and complete the deduction grids to catch the

villainous culprits? Packed with illustrations, codes and maps, this is the thrilling detective casebook 

for the sleuthing puzzler in all of us.
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Non- Fiction

Day Trading Attention by Gary Vaynerchuk

9780063394117 | HarperCollins | TPB | R400

Vaynerchuk argues that today’s fast-growing businesses, brands, content creators, and influencers 

have one thing in common: They mastered storytelling in areas of underpriced attention, which 

predominantly exists across a handful of social media platforms. Informed by 20+ years of business 

and marketing success, he contends that the biggest transformation and opportunity is the 

“TikTokification of Social Media.” Increasingly, platforms are distributing content based on what users 

are interested in, rather than who they follow.Small businesses, large corporations, and creators can 

take advantage of this trend to develop brand and grow sales by producing relevant, strategic 

content, even if they don’t have an audience. But how does one make relevant content? What should 

advertisements look like, in this new world?

My My!: ABBA Through the Ages by Giles Smith 

9781398529717 | Simon & Schuster | TPB | R440

My My! The story of ABBA told through a selection of their greatest hits.

This year is the fiftieth anniversary of Waterloo (the song, not the battle), a seminal moment in pop 

history which saw Swedish sensation ABBA burst on to the international music scene. 

How is it that half a century later this seventies Eurovision act is bigger than ever, reaching 

listeners of all ages and spinning off into musicals, museums and holograms? 

Giles Smith, writer and music fan, sets out to find out why.

How AI Ate the World by Chris Stokel-Walker 

9781914487323 | Simon & Schuster  | TPB | R430

Artificial intelligence will shake up our lives as thoroughly as the arrival of the internet. This popular, 

up-to-date book charts AI’s rise from its Cold War origins to its explosive growth in the 2020s. Tech 

journalist Chris Stokel-Walker (TikTok Boom and YouTubers) goes into the laboratories of the 

Silicon Valley innovators making rapid advances in ‘large language models’ of machine learning. He 

meets the insiders at Google and OpenAI who built Gemini and ChatGPT and reveals the 

extraordinary plans they have for them. Along the way, he explores AI’s dark side by talking to 

workers who have lost their jobs to bots and engages with futurologists worried that a man-made 

super-intelligence could threaten humankind.
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Non- Fiction

Terrible Humans Patrick Alley 

9781800961982 | Octopus | TPB | R435

A small number of people, motivated by an insatiable greed for power and wealth, and backed by a 

pinstripe army of enablers (and sometimes real armies too), have driven the world to the brink of 

destruction. They are the super-villains of corruption and war, some with a power greater than nation 

state and the capacity to derail the world order. Propping up their opulent lifestyles is a mess of 

crime, violence and deception on a monumental scale. But there is a fightback: small but fearless 

groups of brilliant undercover sleuths closing in on them, one step at a time. Patrick Alley  introduces 

us to some of the world's worst warlords, grifters and kleptocrats who can be found everywhere from 

presidential palaces to the board rooms of some of the world's best-known companies. 

Agent Zo by Clare Mulley

9781399601078 | Orion | TPB | R415

This is the incredible story of Elzbieta Zawacka, the WW2 female resistance fighter known as Agent 

Zo, told here for the very first time. Agent Zo was the only woman to reach London from Warsaw 

during the Second World War as an emissary of the Polish Home Army command, and then in Britain 

she became the only woman to join the Polish elite Special Forces, known as the 'Silent Unseen'. 

She was secretly trained in the British countryside, and then the only female member of these SOE 

affiliated forces to be parachuted back behind enemy lines to Nazi-occupied Poland. There, whilst 

being hunted by the Gestapo who arrested her entire family, she took a leading role in the Warsaw 

Uprising and the liberation of Poland. After the war she was demobbed as one of the most highly 

decorated women in Polish history. 

The Afghans by Åsne Seierstad 

9781408717943 | Little Brown | TPB | R435

Åsne Seierstad studied life in Afghanistan before and after the fall of the Taliban regime in 2001. 

Now twenty years later, the Taliban is back in power, and Seierstad returns with The Afghans, a 

book to help us understand Afghanistan's past, present and future, told through the lives of three 

unforgettable people. In her compelling, intimate and thought-provoking new book, Seierstad 

introduces us to three people whose lives have been shaped by the fall and rise of the Taliban - 

Jamila, Bashir and Ariana, as well their families, friends, foes and co-fighters. Jamila is a women's 

rights activist; Bashir is a Taliban commander; Ariana is a law student who had one semester left 

when the Taliban came to power.
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Non- Fiction

The Situation Room by George Stephanopoulos

9781538770184 | Hachette | TPB | R450

No room better defines American power and its role in the world than the White House Situation 

Room. And yet, none is more shrouded in secrecy and mystery. Created under President 

Kennedy, the Sit Room has been the epicenter of crisis management for presidents for more than 

six decades. Time and again, the decisions made within the Sit Room complex affect the lives of 

every person on this planet. Detailing close calls made and disasters narrowly averted, The 

Situation Room will take readers through dramatic turning points in a dozen presidential 

administrations. The Situation Room is the definitive, past-the-security-clearance look at the room 

where it happened, and the people, the famous and those you've never heard of, who have made 

history within its walls.

All That Glitters by Orlando Whitfield

9781788169950 | Profile | HB | R500

When Orlando Whitfield first meets Inigo Philbrick, they are students dreaming of dealing art for a 

living. Their friendship lasts for fifteen years until one day, Inigo, by then the most successful dealer 

of his generation, disappears, accused of a fraud so gigantic and audacious it rocks the art world to 

its core.

A sparklingly sharp memoir of greed, ambition and madness, All That Glitters will take you to the 

heart of the contemporary art world, a place wilder and wealthier than you could ever imagine.

Private Revolutions by Yuan Yang  

9781526655905 | Bloomsbury | TPB | R475

This is a book about the coming of age of four women born in China in the 1980s and 1990s, 

dreaming of better futures.

It is about Leiya, who wants to escape the fate of the women in her village. Still underage, she bluffs 

her way on to the factory floor. It is about June, who at fifteen sets what her family thinks is an 

impossible goal: to attend university rather than raise pigs. It is about Siyue, ranked second-to-

bottom of her English class, who decides to prove her teachers wrong. And it is about Sam, who 

becomes convinced that the only way to change her country is to become an activist, even as the 

authorities slowly take her peers from the streets.
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Non- Fiction

Ka-boom! by David Darling

9780861548033 | One World | PB | R305

Ka-boom! probes extremes of size and speed, depth and density, and reveals the stickiest, sweetest, 

smelliest and nastiest substances known to science. David Darling takes an enlightening journey 

through the universe’s weirdest and most wonderful extremes.Travel to far-flung galaxies in pursuit 

of habitable planets and extra-terrestrial life. Journey to the rainforests of South America and 

discover the top-speed of the notoriously sluggish sloth.

Find out how Earth’s hardiest creatures, tardigrades or ‘water bears’, ended up living on the moon.

And meet the scientists and engineers using these quirks of nature to design faster computers, 

produce greener energy and revolutionize space travel.

100 Books that Changed the World by Scott Christianson & Colin Salter 

9781849948678 | Abrams | HB | R690

Many books have become classics, must-reads or overnight publishing sensations, but how many 

can genuinely claim to have changed the way we see and think?

In 100 Books that Changed the World, authors Scott Christianson and Colin Salter bring together an 

exceptional collection of truly groundbreaking books, from scriptures that founded religions, to 

scientific treatises that challenged beliefs, to novels that kick-started literary genres. This elegantly 

designed book, first published in 2018 but updated with an exciting new cover, offers a chronological 

timeline of three millennia of human thought distilled in print, from the earliest illuminated manuscripts 

to the age of ebooks and audiobooks.

Churchill's D-Day by Richard & Allen Packwood

9781399727846 | Hodder & Stoughton | TPB | R470

2024 marks both the 80th anniversary of the D-Day landings in Normandy , and the 150th 

anniversary of the birth of Churchill himself. This book brings together General Lord Dannatt, one of 

Britain's most respected contemporary military leaders, and former head of the British Army, with 

Allen Packwood, one of the world's foremost Churchill experts, the archivist responsible for the 

holdings at the landmark Churchill Archives Centre in Cambridge. Together they take us through 

the decision-making for the planning and execution of D-Day . Reproducing key documents and 

letters from the Churchill Papers and other collections, this book plunges us back in time and lets us 

witness events unfolding. It tells the inside story of the conception, planning and execution of the D-

Day landings in a unique but authoritative way.
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Non- Fiction

The Third Perspective by Africa Brooke

9781399722537 | Hodder & Stoughton | TPB | R415

You have your story, they have theirs,  somewhere in-between lies the power of The Third 

Perspective. A compass for connection, in a deeply divided world.

You will find a space where we as humans, still have permission to stumble, fuck up, learn and grow, 

privately and publicly,  without the overwhelming pressure to be perfect. My three-part method, 

Awaremess, Responsibility, Expression, provides a pathway to liberation, honest communication, 

and bravery at a time where most of us find ourselves walking on eggshells, especially in our own 

minds. The cultural pressures we face are ever expanding, my goal is to put you back in the driver's 

seat. You'll break free from self-censorship, learn to truly listen, cultivate new outlooks and build 

stronger, more authentic relationships with others, but most importantly, with yourself.

Boyslut: A Memoir and Manifesto by Zachary Zane 

9781419764721 | Abrams| TPB | R410

As a boy, Zachary Zane sensed that all was not right when images of his therapist naked popped 

into his head. He sometimes imagined other people naked, too, and without an explanation why, a 

deep sense of shame pervaded these thoughts. Though his therapist assured him a little imagination 

was nothing to be ashamed of, over the years, society told him otherwise. Boyslut is a memoir-

manifesto in which Zane articulates that, even today, we live in a world that shames people for the 

sex that they have and the sexualities that they inhabit. Through the lens of his bisexuality and much 

self-described sluttiness, Zane breaks down exactly how this sexual shame negatively impacts the 

sex and relationships in our lives, and through personal experience, shares how we can unlearn the 

harmful, entrenched messages that society imparts to us.
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Flayvaful: Spice Up Your Kitchen! by Nathaniel Smith 

9781922616821 | Murdoch | HB | R590

With over 1 million TikTok followers who know him as the King of Flayvas, Nathan aka The 

Grubworks Kitchen wants to show you how experimenting with classic family dishes can be tasty and 

fun. 

In FLAYVAFUL, his debut cookbook!, his Jamaican heritage influences many of his dishes, which are 

packed full of spice, flavour and personality. Nathan makes everything so easy to recreate at home, 

whether you're after a breakfast treat, a family meal or some banging street food. 

If you're bored of your dinner routine or scared to get in the kitchen, FLAYVAFUL offers stand-out 

recipes that will change your cooking game forever.

Italian Coastal by Amber Guinness

9781760763657 | Thames & Hudson | HB | R1030

Welcome to the Tyrrhenian Sea, home to la dolce vita, sun-drenched islands and seaside towns 

where even the simplest trattoria has an effortless glamour.

Amber delves into the history, stories and flavours that have come home to her kitchen and shaped 

her food philosophy. Amber's quest for maximum flavour with minimal effort shines through in these 

delicious and achievable recipes that will bring an authentic mouthful of coastal Italy to your table: 

crostini with ricotta and 'nduja; zucchini and mint lasagne; tomato linguine with capers; seabass with 

pistachio and almonds; Neapolitan vinegary fried zucchini; potato and caper salad from Salina; 

raspberry tiramisu and the ultimate Amalfi lemon cream cake.

Around Our Table by Sara Forte 

9781958417263 | Hardie Grant | HB | R680

120 seasonal, flexible vegetable-forward recipes for family and friends…

In Around Our Table, Sara shares her honest and unfussy insights from heavy lifting sauces that can 

work for multiple meals, to truly flexible meals (accommodating picky kids, dietary restrictions, and 

time limitation), tips on which dinners will travel well, feed a group, and freeze well. With ideas for all 

of life’s big moments; meals for birthdays, bridal showers, and meals to deliver to families with new 

babies, or sick relatives. The book contains sample menus for easy entertaining, and make-ahead 

meals in an approachable, forgiving way that relies on a mix of homemade and packaged ingredients.
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Harry Potter Afternoon Tea Magic by Nathaniel Smith 

9781529434996 | Quercus | HB | R605

Indulge in an afternoon tea inspired by the Wizarding World with the favourite afternoon treats of 

wizards and Muggles from your favourite best-selling franchise. 

With more than 50 recipes, from 'Lavender Brown's Lavender Cake' to 'Professor Trelawney's 

Divination Tea' and stunning full-colour photography, as well as behind-the-scenes facts from the 

Harry Potter and Fantastic Beasts films. 

This cookbook offers step-by-step instructions on creating a bewitching afternoon feast.

Persiana: Recipes from the Middle East & Beyond: Recipes by Sabrina Ghayour 

9781783256099 | Octopus | HB | R770

A celebration of the food and flavours from the regions near the Southern and Eastern shores of the 

Mediterranean Sea, with over 100 recipes for modern and accessible Middle Eastern dishes, 

including Lamb & Sour Cherry Meatballs; Chicken, Preserved Lemon & Olive Tagine; Blood Orange 

& Radicchio Salad; Persian Flatbread; and Spiced Carrot, Pistachio & Coconut Cake with Rosewater 

Cream.

Contents Include:Mezze & Sharing Plates, Breads & Grains, Soups, Stews & Tagines, Seafood & 

saffron stew, Roasts & Grills, Salads & Vegetables, Desserts & Sweet Treats.

My Little Cake Tin by Tarunima Sinha

9781837830824 | Hardie Grant | HB | R535

Tarunima Sinha's glorious cake creations are the stuff of Instagram dreams. And yet her baking 

journey started only when she came to the UK from northeast India in 2001, repurposing an 8-

inch/20cm chapatti tin from her childhood as a cake tin. Now, as @mylittlecaketin, she has devised 

breathtaking recipes for everything from Sponges to Lamingtons to Cheesecakes and Friands, all 

fitting within that most basic of baking items. In the stunning My Little Cake Tin, Tarunima takes you 

through every cake recipe you'll ever need, from reinvented classics and seasonal everyday cakes to 

beautiful bakes from around the world, dessert-inspired cakes and buttercream cakes, plus a whole 

free-from chapter. And you'll only ever need a single tin!
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Illustrated 

Review copies are subject to availability

Vivienne Westwood A to Z by Nadia Bailey 

9781923049093 | Thames & Hudson | HB | R515

From her humble childhood growing up in war-torn Britain to her famous collaborations with Malcolm 

McLaren, her pioneering of the punk fashion movement, and later her tireless advocacy work to 

“save the world by halting climate change, stopping war, defending human rights and protesting 

capitalism”, Vivienne Westwood is one of the most celebrated creative figures across not just the 

United Kingdom, but the world. Honored officially with the Dame Commander of the Same Order by 

Queen Elizabeth II, and adored by her countless fans and supporters across the globe, Dame 

Vivienne is an enduring icon of the fashion world and beyond. 

Complete with bold illustrations, this book celebrates the remarkable life of the Queen of British 

Fashion… from A to Z.

Cooking, Cleaning, Caring (Bilingual edition) by Hatje Cantz Verlag

9783775757157 | Thames & Hudson | PB | R1650

Since the 1960s, artists have been critically examining care work on a global scale. In their art works, 

they address the physical strains of daily work, deconstruct the myths surrounding 'labour of love', 

demonstrate the conditions that structurally marginalize care workers and make visible the 

mechanisms by which cooking, cleaning and caring is still devalued today. With this in mind, they 

came up with new artistic practices in order to meet the complexities of care work in a globalized 

world as well as to reflect on their own role as artists and care workers.

The bilingual catalog is the first overview publication on care work in art. 

Camo by Thandiwe Muriu

9781797230016 | Chronicles | HB | R920

As the sole woman operating in the male-dominated advertising photography industry in Kenya, 

Thandiwe Muriu has repeatedly confronted questions around the role of women in society, the 

place of tradition, and her own self-perception. These experiences inspired her personal project of 

cultural reflection: the Camo series. Camo was the catalyst for her to push new boundaries in her 

photography, leading her into a deeply personal artistic journey. The compelling, fully saturated 

photographs in this collection confront issues surrounding identity while seeking to redefine female 

empowerment through Muriu's choice of materials. Throughout the book, each image is paired with 

an inspirational African proverb in both English and Swahili, expressing the collected wisdom of 

generations that continue to inspire.
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The Story of Louis Vuitton Luggage by Laia Farran Graves  

9781838612313 | Welbeck | HB | R355

With a dedication to luxury and practicality, Louis Vuitton designed his unique lightweight, airtight 

luggage in 1854 and ensured that jetsetters all over the globe could travel in comfort and style. It was 

a creation that founded a fashion house and became a standard-bearer for all travel pieces of the 

future.

Exploring the history from traditional box-making to the revolution of the stackable trunk to modern-

day artistic collaborations, the book captures the story and craftmanship behind this status symbol 

and how the luggage continues to define the spirit of travel. From the unmistakable Monogram 

canvas to the unpickable lock, the steamer trunk to the Speedy, every detail and feature is unveiled.

The Story of the Burberry Trench by Caroline Young  

9781838612306 | Welbeck | HB | R355

The epitome of British heritage fashion, the Burberry trench coat is a beloved wardrobe classic. 

Practical yet versatile; it is sleek and sexy but also a preppy favourite. Since the launch of the coat in 

1912, Burberry has unveiled a selection of styles that has reached iconic stature and here you will 

discover their original designs, seasonal adaptations and limited editions.

The book also takes a behind-the-scenes look at the craftsmanship, the preloved market and how to 

authenticate a Burberry. So, whether you are considering buying retail or secondhand, dressing for 

weather or fashion, this is your ultimate guide to the world's most famous coat.

Lee Quiñones by Lee Quinones 

9788862088114 | Thames & Hudson | HB | R1545

When 14-year-old Lee embarked on his first spray paint mural in 1974, he carried marker drawings 

into the New York City subway train yards that served as studies to his 52-ft long rolling murals. 

Drawings, artifacts, and subway photography illustrate how Lee’s emergence served as a catalyst for 

what is now acknowledged as the street art movement. Before Lee, graffiti art was accessed by a 

small audience of young people who coveted style and scale. Images of Lee’s trains illustrate how 

he changed the face of the movement, infusing kinetic elements of futurism in over 120 subway car 

murals across the transit system. Lee invented the concept of the freestanding urban mural in his 

iconic 1978 Howard the Duck handball wall. He introduced spray-paint based work internationally 

when he opened his first formal exhibition in Rome, Italy in 1979.



June 2024 Highlights 

Paperback Fiction

Prophet Song by Paul Lynch  

9780861545896 | R275

Winner Of The Booker Prize 2023.

The Other Side of Paradise by Vanessa 

Beaumont 

9780861548699 | R365

The story of a mother’s love for her two 

sons and the deep lie..

.

Nightbloom by Peace Adzo Medie 

9780861548125 | R275

Longlisted For The Women's Prize For 

Fiction 2024.

Rambling Man by Billy Connolly 

9781399802611 | R290

The number one bestselling hilarious new book.

Paperback Non-Fiction



NB! Deadline for requests: Wednesday
15 May 2024.

Click here to get your wishlists in! 
Thank You.

June 2024 Highlights 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc3N0_lQV68vHmFlv5ORHNibiTgCcA6Z7WT64c6kDbX-WHV_Q/viewform
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